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OVERVIEW:

Our research subjects concern thermodynamic phases, phase transitions and molecular motions
in materials of various degrees of molecular and magnetic order. An interesting example is hexy-
loxyethoxy cyanobiphenyl a mesomorphic dielectric substance, currently under investigation by means
of various experimental methods. Initial measurements of dielectric relaxation, carried out in coopera-
tion with the Leipzig University (Germany), suggested a monotropic system of phases. More detailed
studies performed by means of the differential scanning calorimetry, polarizing microscopy and far
infrared spectroscopy have revealed that the polymorphism of its solid state is, in fact, much richer
than that detectable by the dielectric method. The molecular dynamics in the isotropic and smectic
phases of this substance have been described in the framework of a free volume model.
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Our polarizing microscope is now being equipped with a phoelectric sensor capable of measuring
changes of integral transmission during phase transitions. The device has been successfully used for
identification of the thermodynamic phases of some antrachinone dyes.

Influence of pressure on the phase diagram of mesomorphic compounds has been checked by the
differential thermal analysis, in cooperation with the Ruhr University in Bochum (Germany).

Vibrational spectra of Cu-complexes have been studied in the far infrared frequency range in order
to detect phase transitions and to identify the particular phases. Reflectance spectroscopy in the far
infrared range was used for studies of quaternary semiconducting alloys. Particularly, the influence of
the Zn and Mn content on the physical properties of HgCdTe solid solutions was investigated.

Large part of our work is performed in the Frank Neutron Laboratory at the Joint Institute of
Nuclear Research in Dubna, Russia. Studies of vibrational spectra of biological materials (progesterone
and testosterone) have been performed using the NERA spectrometer at the Dubna IBR-2 reactor.
As a part of a larger project undertaken with Institute for Energietekknik (jeller, Norway) the low
energy excitations have been studied in a glass and in two crystalline phases of the glass-forming tri
phenyl phosphate. Results of investigations of the dynamics of the methyl groups in the crystalline
phase of 1,3,5,-(CH3)3C6H3 have been used during a testing procedure of computer simulation of the
molecular dynamics based oil the quantum chemistry methods.

Neutron scattering is also used to investigate properties of polymers: polymer electrolytes and
blends. Deep inelastic ("Compton") scattering was applied to find the relation between stretching
of the samples and kinetic energy of particular nuclei (the method capable of detecting potential
anharmonicity). Structural factors affecting polymer miscibility were further studied by polarized
neutron scattering techniques. In this research we cooperate with the Open niversity, Oxford, K.

Our theoretical studies concern phase transitions in molecular crystals as well as general dynamical
properties of anharmonic surfaces ad other structural defects. For an isomorphous phase transitions in
the mixture of the fullerenes C70(1-,,)C60,, the highly anisotropic pseudospin model has been proposed,
which turned out to be equivalent to the Ising model with two states of different statistical weights.
The prediction of a disordered low temperature crystal has been confirmed by the dilatometric data.
Delayed differential equantions governing the propagation of waves through an anharmonic defect
have been solved with the use of an analogous electric circuit. Similar equations have been proposed
to explain the deviation of the Curie constants from their mean field approximation values due to
anharmonle effects in the temperature range close to the phase transition.

Magnetic investigations have been performed for a wide scope of materials. For ternary 4 - 4d, 5d
intermetallic compounds competing ferro- and antiferromagnetic interactions give rise to phase transi-
tions which have been studied by means of static and dynamic magnetometry. For two series Cd T Mg
(T= Ag, Au, Pd and Pt) and R Pd In (R = d, Tb, Dy, Ho, and Er) the temperatures and the types
of phase transitions have been determined. Solid solutions of orthoferrites and orthogallates have been
investigated wthin a joint project with the Academy of Mining and Metallurgy. Substitution of the
Fe+-3 ions in the distorted perovskite structure by the nonmagnetic ions of Al+-3and Ga+3 results in
substantial shift of the compensation point and of the spontaneous spin reorientation region. A new
subject in our studies is a search for molecular and polymeric systems (organic and organometallic)
showing cooperative magnetic phenomena. Among the different compounds (synthesized in the Insti-
tute of Chemistry of the Jagiellonian University) the most interesting one is CU4(H30)4[W(CN)814-

The compound has been found to be a soft ferromagnet with T, == 34 K.
Our Department maintains a program of weekly internal seminars. The latter provide a uniqe

discussion forum for our current results as well as those presented by invited speakers. Much of our
activity would not be possible without the financial support from the Polish Committee for Scientific
Research.
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